
ODE Conference Call – October 7, 2019 

 

FY20L Initial Staff/Course Collection is now open.  ODE is currently working on code changes so there 
are no specific dates yet, but they anticipate they will start processing valid certification checks and start 
producing CTE FTE reports before the end of this month. 
 
FY19 Finance & Funding appeals are being taken care of to close out FY19. 
 
FY19 Career Tech Accountability Assessment Collection closes this Friday (10/11/2019), followed by a 
brief appeal window. 
 
FY19 Graduate Collection closes next Friday (10/18/2019), followed by a brief appeal window.  
 
If there are any issues/questions, get helpdesk tickets in to avoid last-minute questions.  No extensions 
are anticipated for either of these FY19 windows. 
 
Q&A 
Q: Are there any known issues on either the CTE Assessment or Grad collections, or is all ok?  Is the CTE 
Assessment collection collecting past year data too? 
A:  Both manifests for CTE Assessments and Grad collections should be fine.  Yes, you can submit prior 
year CTE assessments too. If you see course-level assessments are not being included, get those in 
during this window.  There is no requirement to re-report assessments if they’ve already been reported. 
 
Q:  Will we get new CTE assessment reports/files and Grad reports/files before the close dates? 
A:  Not sure if CTE files will be updated this week but there will be one after the window closes and 
before appeal window.  Grad Level 2 reports are being updated regularly, and Grad pathway files will be 
updated once more this week and then updated once window closes and before appeal window. 
 
Q:  So, there will be one more Level 2 Grad issues? 
A:  That updates daily, so if you’re seeing issues not updating put in a ticket.  One caveat, one check is 
based on Grad pathway files that go out; Grad Issues updates daily but the assessment pathway check 
doesn’t update every day since it is based on pathway details on those files. 
 
Q:  Should we ignore “No GC Records Reported” error for students that we don’t educate, especially if 
we’ve contacted the educating district and they have reported GC records? 
A:  If you aren’t awarding the diploma, don’t worry about it; if you awarded the diploma, you should 
worry about reporting their GC. 
 
 
Upcoming calls 
Wednesday, 10/9 – ODE Change Call 
Monday 10/21 – ODE Conference Call 


